MINI MIST/ELITE DIGITAL TIMER
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

DESCRIPTION:

#90-4330
The low voltage Mini Mist/Elite DigitalTimer displays the environment status and
provides precision accuracy of time and temperature settings to suit the preferences
of individual users.
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IMPORTANT




TIMER MUST BE INSTALLED INSIDE STEAM ROOM


WATER WILL DAMAGE ELECTRONICS
 FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS EXACTLY

A. TIMER
1.

The Mini Mist/Elite Digital Timer requires 1-3/8” mounting hole.

2.

Connect the supplied modular telephone cable to the RJ45 jack on the back of the Mini Mist/Elite
Digital Timer and to the RJ45 jack on the outside of the Mini Mist unit above Wiring Junction Box or to
the RJ45 jack on the controller PCB inside the Elite unit.

3.

Press ON button, the Mini Mist/Elite Digital Timer display window will show the value of 60 minutes. Every
minute thereafter, it will decrease and display the updated amount of time remaining.

4.

At any time while the Mini Mist/Elite Digital Timer displays the time, the user may adjust the time remaining
anywhere from 1 to 90 minutes, by using the up and down arrow icons. The timer will then count down
from the new value, each minute, as before.

B. TEMPERATURE
1.

At any time, the user may press the SET TEMPERATURE button. The 3-digits LED display will then temporarily
change to show the temperature setting.

2.

While the display is showing the temperature setting, either of the up and down arrow icons may be pressed
so that the temperature setting can be adjusted.

3.

Pressing the up and down arrow icons adjusts the temperature setting by one (1) degree increments from
90 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit.

4.

Repeated pressing of either arrow button or holding one of the buttons down, allows the use to change
the setting to the desired temperature. If there is no further pressing of either button, the display will
automatically revert back to displaying the current time remaining and the system will bring the steam
temperature back to the temperature setting.

5.

When power is first supplied to the Mini Mist or Elite system or after a power interruption, the initial
temperature setting will be 100 degrees Fahrenheit.

6.

As long as the line power is not disconnected, the temperature setting will remain at the last user adjusted
value.

C. The Mini Mist or Elite will shut-off steam when the desired temperature is reached and will automatically resume,
if temperature drops below the set point.
D. If the Mini Mist or Elite is operating properly, peel liner off the back of the timer foam gasket and adhere to the
wall.
E.

DO NOT staple cables.

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

